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Abstract
Steganography refers to the science of “invisible” communication. Unlike cryptography, where the goal is to secure 
communications from an eavesdropper, steganographic techniques strive to hide the very presence of the message itself from 
an observer. The general idea of hiding some information in digital content has a wider class of applications that go beyond 
steganography. Here we propose a new innovative technique for hiding and then retrieving a secret image. The technique 
consists of two processes viz. encoding and decoding. Main focus in the encoding phase is to hide the secret RGB colour 
image in a cover image and get some shares which are to be transmitted to the receiver. In the decoding phase, main focus is 
to get back the retrieved image back to the original image quality as much as possible from the shares in the received end. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we mainly focus on digital image steganography which is all about using digital images to hide 
information. Given the proliferation of digital images, and given the high degree of redundancy present in a 
digital representation of an image (despite compression), there has been an increased interest in using digital 
images as cover-objects for the purpose of steganography. Therefore we have worked with and focused on 
images and steganography with digital images. We also note that there are much more work on embedding 
techniques which make use of the transform domain or more specially JPEG images due to their wide 
popularity. 
2. Phases of the Algorithm 
I. First phase deals with splitting up of the secret image into three channels corresponding to the red, blue 
and green colour channels respectively, thus getting three shares. 
II. The second phase deals with combining these shares individually with the cover image and forming a 
total of six shares. 
III. The third phase deals with the retrieval of the secret image i.e., the decoding of the hidden image from 
the shares corresponding to the three colour channels.  
IV. Finally, the fourth phase deals with the undithering and retrieval of the secret image and merging the 
three channels to get the required secret image. Our focus lies also in the received image quality to 
resemble as close as possible to the original secret image before it was sent. 
3. Encoding Phase 
The following flowchart (fig 1) gives a general idea of the various processes that occur during encoding. 
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3.1 Splitting up the RGB colour image into red, green and blue shares: 
The secret image is split into three separate colour planes in a truecolour image, as shown in the adjacent figure. 
Notice that each separated colour plane in the figure contains an area of white. The white corresponds to the 
highest values (purest shades) of each separate colour. For example, in the Red Plane image, the white 
represents the highest concentration of pure red values. When red becomes mixed with green or blue, gray 
pixels appear. The black region in the image shows pixel values that contain no red values, i.e., R=0.        
                                                         
3.2 Dithering: 
Dithering is basically the process of creating an indexed image approximation of the RGB image in the array 
RGB by dithering the colours in colour map, i.e., it changes the colours of pixels in a neighbourhood so that the 
average colour in each neighbourhood approximates the original RGB colour. In our project we use dithering to 
create a binary image from 8 bit colour maps such that a range of colours 0-255 can be represented by 0 or 1. 
Thus we get a BW image from a grayscale image (0-255) for each channel. 
3.3 Pixel Expansion: 
Here we apply some basic principles of visual cryptography which involves, applying the process of pixel 
expansion to a Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS). A (n, n) VCS is defined as a scheme which encrypts the 
secret image into n shares such that only when all n of the shares are combined will the secret image be 
revealed. Our pixel expansion process is based on the breaking of pixels into some subpixels or we can say 
expansion of pixels. The underlying figure shows two approaches for (2, 2) – Threshold VCS. Here, each pixel 
is broken into four sub pixels 
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Finally we embed our gray scale encoder image along with the six shares of secret image obtained after pixel 
expansion:  
4. Decoding phase: 
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4.1 Performing pixel compression: 
The next step in decoding involves performing pixel compression, which is just the reverse process of pixel 
expansion which we carried out in the encoding process. Here after combining the embedded shares for each 
channel, we look for a certain pattern in the pixels in groups of four pixels each and on matching a pattern we 
compress those four pixels to one pixel according to the figure given below. 
4.2 Applying image restoration technique: 
In the third step of our decoding process we apply several steps sequentially to restore the quality of the dithered 
and noise embedded secret image by passing it through a series of filters and performing several operations on 
the image. 
5. Simulation Results
Figure below shows the simulation results of proposed scheme. For simulation we have used MATLAB 7.0 tool. 
We have taken encrypter.jpg of size 1200 X 900 as secret image and pic3 image of 256 x 256 as cover image. 
                                                              
    
          Pic3.jpg                 Encrypter.jpg 
                                                   
 Dithered image obtained after decoding         restored image 
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6. Conclusion 
Information hiding is a technique that is currently being used by most countries and big companies for 
transferring of sensitive information. In the above procedures discussed we have tried to mix some of the 
conventional techniques so as to hide the image to as far as possible. However, unlike general decoding 
schemes, we have tried to bring back the secret image as near to the original quality as possible. However lots of 
work left to be done. In future, we shall be trying to develop newer and better algorithms based upon the above 
theoretical knowledge. We shall also try to reduce loss in image quality as far as possible. 
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